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APPLICATION
2020–21

TEACHER IMPACT GOALS STRATEGIC AREA OF FOCUS #1
Ask teacher leaders to embrace and lead necessary reform, such as changes to existing structures and mindsets.

SCHOOL/DISTRICT NAME: Desert Harbor Elementary School, Peoria Unified School District, Peoria, Arizona

TEACHER IMPACT GOALS STRATEGIC AREA OF FOCUS #2
Identify teacher leaders to build the solutions necessary to change and strengthen the profession and drive transformation in schools, 
districts, and states.

OVERVIEW
Summarize your story in 7–10 sentences. Describe the problem statement and goal of 
your project. Use your application abstract as a guide and tie in your two chosen TIG 
strategic goals and area of focus as stated in your application.

Currently, professional development (PD) occurs in a setting removed from the 
classroom, is a lecture format, and has little to no support or reflection for participating 
teachers. This type of “sit-and-get” professional development is used due to constraints 
of time and money and is experienced outside of the teaching day. It generally does not 
involve practicing the art and science of teaching.

This project employs a job-embedded professional development model that capi-
talizes on collaboration, engagement, support through coaching, professional learning 
communities, and reflection. It is an effective and meaningful support system for ongo-
ing growth and development, for enhancing skills through interaction and peer engage-
ment, and for modeling and celebrating successes.

Activities are directly aligned to embracing and leading changes to existing PD struc-
ture and mindsets. Each asks for stakeholder investment and addresses differentiation. 
Additionally, the refinement of skills through teacher interaction and peer engagement 
will model and value successes. Teachers who celebrate their own learning celebrate the 
learning of others.

IMAGES/DESIGN/ELEMENTS/PHOTOS/ 
CHARTS/GRAPHS/ETC.
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THE CHALLENGE

What was the challenge you were facing? What goals were you trying to achieve?
Our current districtwide PD needs improvement. Although we are presented with 

“choice” in session attendance, many times the sessions are not always time well spent—
the course description does not match the PD experience/outcome. Verbal feedback from 
participating teachers is not often positive, and follow-up support is rare. Teachers are 
hesitant to report how they really feel about the current PD. In order for teachers to apply 
their new learning, scaffolded support is needed in a risk-free environment. Our goal 
was to provide a new experience of meaningful PD, help teachers change/improve their 
practice in a risk-free environment, improve teacher confidence, and create a supportive 
cohort of collaborative teachers.

Summarize three points of frustration you faced.
The largest roadblock to implementing the TIG was the amount of bureaucratic logis-

tics involved. That, coupled with not knowing what I didn’t know, led to not using the 
correct lexicon, my unfamiliarity with the process, and thus receiving incorrect/misleading 
information. Many more school district departments were involved than I anticipated. My 
ability to shop around for supplies was hampered by vendor restrictions. It was easier to pay for things out of pocket simply because it 
took too long and was too frustrating to complete the lengthy process of obtaining the items. A great (or not so great) example is that 
our books cost almost twice as much because I had to use a purchase order at the approved bricks-and-mortar vendor, rather than 
their online counterpart. Second, it is difficult to communicate with teachers across multiple campuses in a timely manner. Teachers 
are busy and don’t answer emails. They receive so many that if the subject line is not clear or the sender is not recognized, teachers 
may skip it altogether. Finally, managing a classroom full time while managing the actual implementation of the grant on those specific 
days of PD was difficult. Preparing for a sub (and recovering from one the next day) so that I could attend the quarterly online meetings 
or lead the PD for participants was the greatest difficulty. It’s that conundrum of education: in order for me to receive or offer job-em-
bedded PD as a peer, my classroom is disrupted in some way.

What strategies were you attempting to use before to solve this problem?
Because of the size of our district, it’s typical to provide shotgun PD, which is not actually designed to change teacher practice. Our 

PD is more of information delivery. There is no follow up, no support, no coaching, no reflection. We constantly heard district PD pre-
senters say something like, “We know this isn’t how children learn best, but we were told to read the entire PowerPoint presentation to 
you anyway.”

Our district recently began requiring “instructional rounds” of all teachers. The purpose of a five-minute pop-in is dictated. Reflec-
tion does not include the teacher who was doing the teaching.

Risk-free sharing/modeling of instructional methods/materials and peer observations of others’ teaching rarely happened. It was (is) 
rare to have teachers open their doors and invite others in to observe lessons, routines, and so on.

The grant team members have had many opportunities to model lessons in other classrooms or our own classrooms. We always
Included an immediate reflection time with the teachers along with additional support and follow up conversations. We often team-

taught or whisper-coached lessons with our peers.
As peers, we fostered a relationship of trust and equity. We were teachers learning from one another, rather than administrators/

coaches/specialists providing an evaluation. However, maintaining our classrooms while trying to provide model lessons to others was 
overwhelming.

IMAGES/DESIGN ELEMENTS/ 
BUILD AN IMPACT PROFILE

At what level did this project have 
the most impact? School level, 
classroom level

School/district profile
• Peoria, AZ
• Suburb of Phoenix, AZ
•  34 elementary schools, 7 high 

schools, 37,000 students
• Grade level(s) impacted: K–8
•    20 elementary teachers from 4 

elementary schools, 2of which are 
Title I 
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What was the big “aha” moment when you decided you needed to try something new?
In the past, the grant team offered after-school Arts Integration “classes” that followed the PD process outlined in our grant pro-

posal. The classes were successful—warmly received, well liked, well attended— and feedback was always very positive. Teachers 
embraced the link to the Common Core State Standards, differentiation, and higher-level thinking and were interested in changing their 
practices with the support we could provide.

The grant team has thousands of hours of Arts Integration training over the past decade. We have presented nationally. We have 
received personal mentoring from Kennedy Center artists. All of us have master’s degrees in education. Each of us has 25+ years of 
elementary teaching experience. While applying to teach the last class we wanted to offer, however, we were told that we needed an MA 
in Arts Integration in order to hold the class.

We knew it was the format of the Arts Integration classes that made the PD successful. It was the development of the peer-to-peer 
collaboration that mattered.

What was the top reason you selected this grant?
The overarching goals of our PD model perfectly align with the strategic goal requirements of the TIG. Our project goal is to shift the 

existing format, structure, and mindset of current teacher professional development. We, as teacher leaders, must embrace and lead 
necessary reform change. We know this PD process works. We know it positively impacts teachers and their practice. We want this PD 
process to be the norm in our district.

Teacher quotes from reflection pages from the first round of PD, fall semester 2016:

“PD like this is good for my soul.” —JS, 5th grade teacher

“Other (district) PD is negative and deflating. It’s only information—and too much. It’s not real-world application, and I 
need to make my own connections.” —RC, 5th grade teacher

“We should be teaching our children how to learn and that learning is fun.” —KJ, 2nd grade teacher

“Observing a lesson makes more of an impact.” —LM, 1st grade teacher

“It’s beneficial to observe the lesson/strategy to see how the students think and share ideas.” —SH, 1st grade teacher

“This professional development was different because we had a chance to watch a lesson being taught with 4th grade 
students.” —SH, 1st grade teacher

“In other PDs we are talked to and given so much info and have no time to incorporate it with our own class. With this 
(TIG experience) we saw it in action and can see the possibilities of what we ourselves can do.” —JR, 2nd grade teacher

“It makes me want to go do the lesson now and share it with others.” —KO 5th grade teacher

“Watching (the lesson) helped me envision my students and watch/think how to modify it for my lower (functioning) 
students.” —KH, 5th–7th grade special education teacher

“This is much more hands-on, engaging, and applicable than just sitting in a room listening to something that may/may 
not apply to me.” —AB, 2nd grade teacher

“Instead of just being given information that I don’t know how to sort through, I got to see and experience a lesson to try.” 
—4th grade teacher

“I have something I can actually take back to my class and use, not just a ‘theory.’ I saw a complete lesson from start to 
finish, not just a sample and then told to take my own time to develop it.” —RC, 4th grade teacher

“Often we participate in workshops where information is thrust at us without the opportunity to process, reflect, connect, 
and plan for application. This process helps us to feel ready to participate and bring it back to the class to use immedi-
ately!” —JS, 5th grade teacher
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“You get to see the strategies in action rather than just sit and hear about it. It’s more meaningful that way. And seeing it 
also sparks new ideas for how you can make it work in your classroom. Teachers will be more apt to implement it rather 
than if they just heard about it. (This PD) showed interactive teaching strategies that make you excited to try them out. 
It’s from teachers who are actually doing the work in their own rooms as opposed to an ‘expert’ from somewhere else.”  
—CO, 2nd grade teacher

“I’ve never experienced watching a lesson with students present. The authenticity was incredible!”  
—KS, 5th grade teacher

THE RESPONSE

How has the Teacher Impact Grant work helped you achieve your goals or solve a problem?
More than 40 teachers participated in job-embedded PD as a result of the TIG. The overwhelming positive feedback we received, the 
active participation we witnessed, and the energy expressed throughout each PD cycle was a much-needed experience for our teachers. 
Our district is in the throes of change on many levels, and teachers need to see PD as a professional, worthwhile support that enhances 
their practice. Teachers want to know that they are leading their students through their learning as best as they can, efficiently and 
effectively, but most importantly, creatively and with a passion for both teaching and learning.

How has it impacted your school/district/teachers/principals/students?
Because our participants were able to immediately return to their own classrooms to easily implement the training they received, 

subsequent feedback and reflection made their experience worthwhile and meaningful. Learning something new is disruptive. How-
ever, when new learning is successful and provides a sense of empowerment and confidence, teachers want to share! Many participants 
approached their colleagues about their experiences and offered to model their new learning for other classes, which then provided 
more practice and reflection! The sharing of best practices provided the opportunities to collaborate with colleagues without compe-
tition. Students were excited about their participation, and the energy they exuded changed how teachers were thinking about delivery 
of instruction. Principals noticed teachers using these lessons for their evaluations, not only because the lessons “fit” the Charlotte 
Danielson evaluation model our district has adopted, but also because of the highly engaging, open-ended, “teacher as facilitator” role.

How has it helped you to overcome the challenges you had before?
We know teachers need time to practice their craft. Teachers are inherently passionate about their subject. Our current PD model 

lacks the cycle of feedback and support that teachers need in order to try something new. Teachers rarely feel the current PD expe-
rience is worth the time and effort needed to implement. The TIG provided a welcome change in PD to 40 teachers who wanted to 
improve their practice in the most meaningful way possible—implementing their new learning immediately and with time and colle-
gial support to practice.

THE RESULTS

What specific metrics can you share about the impact it had (having data for a graph/chart/figure or two is greatly preferred)?
During the two cycles implemented, more than 50 teachers, curriculum and instruction coaches, and administrators witnessed 

professional development taking place in real time with a classroom of children. The energy brought to the experience was powerful. 
Teachers were eager to replicate the modeled lessons, and the follow-up discussion provided much needed support. Teachers appreci-
ated the needed opportunity to try something new, compare experiences, and feel validated in their efforts—all in a risk-free setting.

36 new lessons were created and added to our lesson bank.
52 teachers and coaches observed students actively engaged, led by master teachers.
41 teachers collaborated across grade levels, sharing successes and missteps while trying something new.
100 percent of teachers surveyed agreed or strongly agreed that teacher leaders can help drive school transformation.
100 percent of teachers surveyed were able to apply new knowledge and skills they learned through this work.
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100 percent of teachers surveyed felt this professional development model could be replicated and scaled.
And best of all, 100 percent of teachers surveyed felt this kind of professional development will directly impact student learning.
What is the single biggest reason you would recommend applying for a Teacher Impact Grant in the future? Plain and simple: It gives 

teachers the ability to creatively problem-solve. Initiating and facilitating meaningful change in a system that is traditionally dictated 
from the top down will not happen without teachers leading the charge. The Teacher Impact Grant provided the funding to teachers 
quickly, without restrictions. Teachers recognize how to implement change in our profession. However, the system we currently have in 
place hinders teachers’ ability to act.

CALL TO ACTION

Use your personal narrative reflections and survey data from each reporting period to provide a call to action for professional learning 
and development.

What is your biggest takeaway from administering this grant?
Teachers are professionals who care deeply about their craft and about making a lasting impact. Teachers are creative problem-solv-

ers who ultimately know what’s best for their students in real time. And so we constantly evaluate, rethink, improve, and finesse our 
delivery of instruction, our understanding of children, and our to-do lists. Nothing frustrates us more than when we see what needs to 
be done, but our hands are tied by administrative protocol, tradition, or last year’s policy. The professionals who participated in The. 
Best. Teacher. PD. EVER! appreciated (and loved!) the opportunity and the TIME to try a new format for professional development, one 
that was meaningful and provided the support to attempt something new and practice the new learning without risk. This is, after all, 
what we ask of our students every day—to try new things, get better, and stretch outside of their comfort zones. Shouldn’t we be asking 
this of our educators? And shouldn’t our educators be leading this change?

Although the implementation of the actual project was exciting to see, working with the various departments at the district level 
was, at times, exasperating. Miscommunication, inaccurate information, and personnel turnover made the process less than stream-
lined. And, of course, there was the vast amount of policy and procedures that we teachers just didn’t know. The vocabulary involved 
in submitting purchase orders and arranging for substitutes, not to mention the various systems and departments, was new to us. 
Detailed notes from phone calls were necessary to keep track of the progress over time as we spoke to someone different about our 
needs throughout the project. Over time, however, we developed relationships with our colleagues in purchasing, human resources, 
public relations, curriculum and instruction, and administration. And though we were certainly behind the learning curve on many 
fronts, we, ourselves, learned from our colleagues who are on the business side of education in our district.

NOTE: Reporting period 4 narrative reflection guiding questions should serve as the basis for this call to action.

While in DC for the Secretary of Education’s Tea with Teachers, Mrs. Shaver videoed Mrs. Cole as she Face-
Timed her class from the Lincoln Memorial: On display at the National Library of Education:

Face Timing with Mrs. Cole’s Class DC
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The first round of The. Best. Teacher. PD. EVER! Teachers show off student thinking after reading The Fantastic Flying Books of Mr. 
Morris Lessmore by William Joyce.

Learning target and student work in Mrs. McCluer’s 1st grade class

Student thinking after a teacher participated in The. Best. Teacher. PD. EVER!: 1stgraders answer the question, “Why did the author 
write The Fantastic Flying Books of Mr. Morris Lessmore? What was the author’s purpose?”
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“The author wants us to be a good reader.” “The author wants us to read more.”

“The author wants us to read for fun so we can read to other kids.” “The author wants us to 
become a good reader.”
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Round 2 of The. Best. Teacher. PD. EVER! In Mrs. Cole’s 4th grade class: Teachers learning from a master teacher and her students 
using the book Imagine a Place by Sarah L. Thomson. It’s hard to tell, but there are 34 students and 32 educators actively learning in 
this room!
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Students are using the arts integration strategy of tableau to show their understanding of the text while teachers make connections 
to their own learning. Note the teachers on the floor actively learning from the children!
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Empower Learning 2017 in Anaheim—we completely agree!


